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Say you want to organize your clothes. You might sort each type of clothes into separate stacks. Then you
might pair the socks or group all the shirts by color. Or, you could throw everything into one drawer and hope
you can find the right pair of socks when you need it. Folder structures can help, just like drawers and dividers
can keep your clothes organized. A folder structure is the way folders are organized on your computer. As
folders are added over time, you can either keep them at the same levelâ€”like Folders 1, 2, and 3 in the chart
belowâ€”or nest them within each other for a hierarchyâ€”like Subfolders 1B and 1B-1 below. Folders and
subfolders like these can keep your files organized in a logical way. If you have 15 subfolders under every
folder, though, you might want to reconsider your strategy. At this point, subfolders stop being helpful and
start causing workflow problems. What Makes a Good Folder Structure? The best folder structure is the one
that mimics the way you work. Do you plan important tasks by quarter? Or do you work around projects?
Consider new folders for each project. Browsing through your folders and finding files should be intuitive. For
company projects, pick something that works well for everyone in the team, since everyone may not search for
a file or folder in the same way you do. Here are some tips from digital asset management expert Edward
Smith: Copy and paste it every time you start a new project or task. Think of folder names as keywords: Make
a cheat sheet: Do you want to simply make a new folder for every new project? Or perhaps you could organize
by time, with folders and subfolders for each year and month? Maybe you work on a couple different types of
projects, and could organize based on those types e. Inside the "advertisements" folder, I have three tasks
listed. For each task, I used the folder name to describe the due date mmyy , type of project pay per click or
PPC, in this case , and which product the task is focused on. These folder names act as both keyword tags and
add an extra level of organization. If you search by product name or ad type, your folders should pop up
easily. This is also a good place to keep native or source files. Anything ready for public consumption. In this
example, the final folder would only contain ads ready to be posted live. Put your notes, brainstorms, research,
and other miscellaneous info in here. Any false starts can be dropped in here too if you change direction
mid-project. A false start, in this case, might be an ad concept you started working on but later got scrapped
completely. This system also works well for teams working on a project where several people are working on
the same deliverable. For example, in the "blog posts" folder, I saved three different posts. These posts are
arranged by publish date mmyy and named by post topic, rather than by blog post title since titles often
change. This structure works really well with files that will be going through many rounds of edits. I used this
folder structure while working in publishing to keep track of all the rounds of editing, typesetting, and
proofing that goes into a finished book. This helps eliminate confusion around the draft number I edited the
blog post three times, but my editor edited twice. When your editors send their feedback on that draft, put it in
this folder. Keep the file name the same, but add the initials of the editor onto the end. Change the file name to
include v2 on the end and remove the initials. This will become your second draft. Open the file, make your
edits, and send your file back out for review. Because the number of reviews and drafts your file goes through
can vary, repeat this folder structure as many times as necessary. When edits are complete, put your final draft
here. Looking back on your folders later, this will help quickly find the final version of the file. Or if you have
an overwhelming number of receipts for business expenses, sorting them in folders by year or month could be
the simple structure you need. However simple, find a system that works for you, and then stick with it.
Consistency is what will help you stay organized in the long run. Tagging Instead ofâ€”or in addition
toâ€”folder structures, try tagging files. Academic and researcher William Gunn points out the convenience of
tagging on the Mendeley blog: You could store the report within a folder structure like this: So when you want
to find this file again, you can search for it by tags: The key to tagging is to tag every new file immediately
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and consistently. On a Windows PC, tags are supported on some file types, and can be added in a
comma-separated list via the file properties pane. Check this guide for more info on tagging in Windows.
Eventually, you might want to go back and organize your old files according to your new structure, but for
now, start fresh with the files you are working on today. If you sync your files with OneDrive, Dropbox, Box,
or Google Drive, you can use Zapier to automatically creating your folder structure. The first step to using
Zapier, in this case, is deciding when you will need new folders created. If you make them every time new
projects start, set up a Zap to watch your project management app for a new project. Then, connect your file
sync app, and have Zapier make a new folder. You can then add more steps to your Zap , and have it make as
many subfolders as you needâ€”and can even have it copy default files into the folders. For example, if
customers sign up for your service with a Wufoo form, Zapier will add their data to Pipedrive CRM, then
create a new project folder in Box along with any subfolders you use in your folder structure. If you need to
save contracts, templates, or other documents to that folder, Zapier will copy them to the folder, too. Or if you
want to make new monthly folders in Dropbox. Start your Zap with the Schedule app, choosing the day and
time for it to run. Here are some other Zaps to help you get started. Then you can add extra steps to the Zap for
each additional folder your structure needs. Keeping your computer organized will also require tidying up
your file names. Files are made up of two components: But you should take control of the file name. For that
reason, writer and editor Jill Duffy recommends making sure each file name is: Indicative of what the file
contains: Is your file an annual report? Put that information in the file name. In line with your business
structure: This goes right along with your folder structure. Make sure anyone who quickly glances at the file
will understand its name. Beyond making your file names unique, scannable, and easily understood, the
Stanford University Libraries recommends these tips for good file names: Always write dates in yyyymmdd or
yymmdd format, so your files will naturally fall in chronological order. In my examples above, I used mmyy
because the folders were already organized by year making month the most important descriptor. Be aware
that some software programs have character limits on file names. Include only necessary information in your
names, and cut anything superfluous e. Not every program will accept or understand special characters, so
avoid using any of these in file names: This ensures your files or folders will stay lined up how you want them
too. Start general then get specific: Since your filenames will naturally be sorted from whatever you type first,
start with the most general components year, department, client, etc. A general rule of thumb is whatever you
want to see first, write first. Your new names and folders should be easy to find in seconds. On a Mac,
Spotlight lets you search through your files and emails and preview them to make sure you found what you are
looking for. On an iPad or iPhone, just pull down on your homescreen for a simplified Spotlight search to look
through emails, notes, and apps on the goâ€”or use the search tool inside the Dropbox or Google Drive app on
any phone to find synced files. On a PC running Windows Vista, 7, or 8. Alfred is a popular and powerful
search tool for Mac, while Launchy is a common pick for Windows searching. Zapier can search for files and
folders in Box automatically You can also search for files inside apps themselves. Dropbox, Google Drive,
and Box let you search through synced files and folders, while Zapier can search inside many of your
productivity apps. Get Your Files Organized Today If your files and folders are already disorganizedâ€”it will
take forever to clean up. Then save every new file according to that folder structure.
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Project Strategy and Business Case In this phase, you define the overall project business requirement , and
propose the approach or methodology that you want to use to address it. The gate at the end of this phase is the
approval of your high-level project proposal and of the business case that validates the approach you want to
use. If anything has changed, revise it as needed. Preparation Here, you work with key stakeholders and
project team members who have already been identified to establish and start the project: Work with
appropriate project team members to produce detailed plans at each subsequent phase. This ensures that they
have a sense of ownership of these plans. Identify and recruit project members. Select third parties to use in
the early project phases for example, IT subcontractors or partners. Put actions in place to secure key
resources. Then work with relevant stakeholders to develop the designs of the main deliverables. In larger
projects, you may use business analysts to help you with this. You probably have a project board or project
sponsor who is responsible for signing off the overall design, but make sure you also get input from other
stakeholders as well. This helps build business ownership of the project deliverables. If changes to processes
are required, use a Flow Chart or Swim Lane Diagram to create a detailed map of how things will work. At
this stage, you must do everything you can to think through and deal with project issues before you start to
build project deliverables â€” problems are almost always easier and cheaper to fix at design stage than they
are once the detailed work of implementation has started. Select stakeholders carefully for the detailed design
phase. A good detailed design is more likely to lead to a good project deliverable. If the detailed design is
poor, the project deliverables are much less likely to meet requirements! For projects that have significant
technical risks and uncertainties, consider including a feasibility or proof-of-concept phase. As part of this
phase, you need to test these components thoroughly to confirm that they work as they should. Training and
Business Readiness This stage is all about preparing for the project launch or "go live. Put in place ongoing
support. Transfer data to new systems. Project teams are often assigned to other work too soon after the
project has gone "live", meaning that project benefits are often not fully realized. Monitor the delivery of
project benefits. You can use this to promote your project or to give you information about other actions
needed to ensure that the project is successful. You can monitor benefits as part of "business as usual"
activities, and you should ideally continue to do so after the project is closed. Make sure that you do the
following: Complete and store documentation. Use your business connections to reassign project team
members to appropriate roles in the organization. Project Management Processes The key project management
processes, which run through all of these phases, are:
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Free project management software can help you rein it in without dipping into the company wallet. From
kanban apps to Gantt chart software, here are the 11 best free project management apps for teams on a budget.
Need more features and have a bit more flexibility in your budget? Check out our recommendations for 50 of
the best project management apps. To narrow down our list of the best free project management software, we
looked for tools that met the following criteria: Free for unlimited projects: The apps we chose have free plans
that you can use to manage unlimited projects. We included options for various management
methodologiesâ€”kanban, Gantt charts, Scrum, and to-do listsâ€”so we eliminated some apps simply because
there were better alternatives available using the same PM methodology. There are a lot of great, free,
self-hosted project management tools, but they take longer to set up and manage. We selected tools that offer
web apps though many offer synchronized web, mobile, and desktop apps. Both of these tools are powerful
desktop-only apps that are designed to be alternatives to Microsoft Project. Freelancers use Trello to plan their
assignments on a personal board, and teams use Trello to hand work off to each other, creating a collaboration
pipeline. Start out with a handful of lists for your tasks, and customize those lists with steps in your workflow
e. Next, add your tasksâ€”with labels, due dates, checklists, and comments to keep everything in one
placeâ€”and drag them to the appropriate list. And you can make Trello boards for everything â€”personal and
work tasks alikeâ€”to get your work done in a way that fits your needs best. Want to use Trello as a team?
Learn how Trello uses Trello for its own project management needs. Want to use it as a personal to-do list?
MeisterTask Web, Windows, macOS, iOS, Android Best free project management software for combining
project ideation, planning, and execution MeisterTask takes a fresh approach to kanban boards, with brightly
colored lists and a dashboard wallpaper. And your team will be more productive, too, since MeisterTask
includes automations that are triggered when you drag tasks to new lists. You can send emails, reset due dates,
and more just by moving tasks around. You can plan your project in a mind map , then drag it into
MeisterTask to turn each idea into a task. Want more ideas for how to use MeisterTask as a team?
KanbanFlow Web Best free project management software for combining kanban, time tracking, and
Pomodoro Wondering how long your tasks take to complete? KanbanFlow is another kanban board app that
includes a timer that logs how long you spend on each taskâ€”and how long it stays in a particular list. The
timer also includes a Pomodoro mode to help your team work in sprints and remind everyone to take breaks so
they stay productive all day. These tools together help you find and nix bottlenecks in your workflowsâ€”all
while pushing your projects towards completion. Tasks can be organized in a standard to-do list or a kanban
board, while your most important dates can be split between milestones or the calendar to help with short- and
long-term planning. Freedcamp can easily be your project hub, holding everything you need to get work done.
Asana offers just that. Your own assigned tasks will also show up in your My Tasks view for a quick way to
see the things you need to take care of. Paymo Web, Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS, Android Best free project
management software for freelancers who charge by the hour Paymo is a project management app and time
tracker with a free plan that makes it easier for freelancers to plan, prioritize, and keep track of their work for
multiple clients and projects. Add clients, add projects for those clients, and then add tasks to those projects.
For each task, you can assign due dates, set priorities, and add descriptions and attachments. When you stop
the timer, it adds the time to your timesheet and attributes it to the right task, client, and project. Export, print,
or share the report with your clients in a detailed list view or as a pie graph or bar chart, or take the data and
use it to create a branded invoice directly in Paymo. You can even set up your invoices to allow for online
payments through Stripe, PayPal, and more. Looking for more apps to simplify your administrative tasks as a
freelancer? Here are our recommendations for the best time tracker apps and the best accounting apps for
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freelancers. Bitrix24 Web, Windows, macOS, iOS, Android Best free project management software for classic
project management with Gantt charts Have a large or distributed project team to keep on track? Bitrix24 is a
great solution: It combines classic project management features with native collaboration tools. From a social
intranet to in-app video conferencing and screen-sharing to HR and client management tools, Bitrix24 is
designed to be a one-stop shop for managing projects, teams, and your company as a whole. Organize tasks
within your projects, then use a Gantt chart view to keep everything on track. You can even track employee
workloads and deadlines to avoid burning out team members. And if you plan to upgrade from a free to a
premium plan, Bitrix24 is one of the few project management apps that has flat-rate pricing rather than
charging a per-user fee, which could save you on subscription costs. Zoho Projects free for up to five users and
two projects includes them all. You can write tasks down in a list, organize them into a kanban workflow, then
make sure everything will be done on time with a Gantt chart. Wrike Web, Windows, Mac, iOS, Android Best
free project management software for spreadsheet-like features in a project management app If it were up to
you, would you manage your projects in a spreadsheet? If so, you might like Wrike. Wrike offers the same
flexibility of a spreadsheetâ€”with columns for every bit of info you want to track about tasksâ€”combined
with reminders and Gantt chart views premium plans only that will keep your work on track. Wrike lets your
team update the status of tasks at various intervalsâ€”in-progress, on hold, cancelled, or completedâ€”letting
you track the status of all project tasks in detail. Additionally, you can set the status of projects to green,
yellow, red, on hold, or cancelled, making it easy to create your weekly project status reports. Podio Web,
iOS, Android Best free project management software for customizing your project management tool Want
something a bit more customizable? Podio lets you build a hyper-customized project or task manager. Want to
customize every part of your project management workflow and be sure you maintain control of your data?
Self-hosted project management tools are a great option. For free, self-hosted project management software,
we recommend Taiga , Lavagna , Redmine , and Odoo. It lets you do everything you need to plan your
projects, releases, and sprints: Just add your projects, enter dates and deadlines, then add tasks to each project.
Agantty displays them all on a timeline for you. Need to adjust dates? Just drag the edges of a project or task
left or right, and Agantty automatically updates the timeline and dates for you. The end result is a calendar that
provides a visual of everything your team is working on. Click items in the list to make edits, or check the box
next to a task to mark it as complete. Free for unlimited projects and teams and all app features. Zapier
integrations help by connecting your project management app to the other tools your team already uses. Just
connect both your email and project management tool to Zapier, then have Zapier watch for new messages to
turn them into tasks in your project management app automatically. Hook up your projects to your time
tracking app, and you can log time just by checking off to-dos. Zapier can connect your project management
tool to Slack, Discord, Zoho Cliq, and other popular chat apps so you can notify your team about new tasks
and deadlines or start new projects right from your chats. Organize project data Projects include a lot of
moving parts, and Zapier can help pull them all together. You could just choose the project management
software you want and start using it, but your projects will be far more successful if you break your tasks
down into steps, add milestones and due dates to keep things on track, and use checklists to ensure each task is
completed with the same quality and care. It walks you through the best project management systems, shows
you how to manage projects effectively, and showcases the best tools to get things done. Paymo, Yodiz, and
Agantty. Took us 30 seconds to setup an integration that saves us 2 hours of work every day.
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Flow's flexible team project management software is designed for any project or workflow. Plan ahead, set priorities and
track projects from start to finish. From simple checklists to kanban boards, we've got you covered.

Fortunately, there are a variety of online project management and collaboration tools to help track projects and
teams, from conceptualizing an initial idea to the final results. Here is a list of project management and
collaboration tools. There are project boards, collaborative to-do lists, real-time communication tools,
workspaces, and project management platforms. Several of the tools have free plans for small teams. Project
Management and Collaboration Tools Trello is an easy, visual way to organize projects using boards, lists, and
cards. Add comments, attachments, and more â€” directly to each card. Trello Asana is a project management
platform to coordinate all the work your team does together. Set up projects using lists, boards, calendar, and
timeline. Share details, set deadlines, and delegate tasks. Assign goals, track milestones, and update
stakeholders. Create visual project plans to see how every step maps out over time. Conceptboard is a
collaborative online whiteboard that expands as you add content. Create and share as many boards as you
need. Capture ideas, brainstorm, set up mood boards, plan initiatives, and map out strategies. Real-time
whiteboards let everyone collaborate. Podio is a project management platform that provides a variety of apps
to build and customize a system to manage your project. Attach files, view the status, and add comments all in
one place, updated in real-time. Keep everyone on the same page with Podio tasks. Assign tasks, attach files,
and discuss details by adding comments. Podio also integrates with many online productivity apps. Free for up
to five users. Podio Basecamp is a project management tool to increase accountability, and communicate more
effectively. Create to-do lists, assign tasks, and set due dates. Keep the entire conversation about a specific
topic together on a single page. Every project includes a space to share documents, files, and images. Wrike
helps take your projects from initial request through tracking work progress to reporting results. Create and
assign tasks, projects, and milestones. See where projects stand at a glance. Visualize your schedule on the
built-in Gantt chart. Coordinate resources across multiple teams and projects. Create and share reports. Set up
custom workflows for your teams and projects. Casual is an online project management tool that helps teams
plan and execute projects as simple workflows online. See everything at a glance. Casual is a helpful tool for
small and growing project teams, non-project managers, and anyone who manages similar and repeatable
projects. Todoist is an advanced to-do list tool for team collaboration. Map out projects step-by-step with
sections and sub-tasks. Set daily and weekly goals and visualize your productivity trends. Todoist
PivotalTracker helps your team develop and track projects from start to finish. Use automatic planning to keep
your team in a rhythm. Free for up to three users. Confluence is a tool for document collaboration â€” meeting
notes, project plans, product requirements, and more. Include multimedia and dynamic content to make a
project come to life. Leave feedback on the work itself with an inline, page, and file commenting system. Use
a structured hierarchy and a powerful search engine to find work easily. Flow is a simple project planning and
task management tool for teams. Manage work using task lists, visual cards, or on the calendar. Plan, set
priorities, and track projects from start to finish, from simple checklists to Kanban boards. Roadmunk helps to
build project roadmaps quickly. Share plans, solicit feedback, and centralize strategy within one tool.
Roadmunk Binfire is a project management application that helps teams plan and track projects and tasks.
Binfire features a collection of tools, including an interactive whiteboard, internal messaging, group chat,
document collaboration, and real-time notification. Binfire also supports multiple management methods ,
including waterfall, agile, and hybrid. Monday tracks everything your team is working on. Easily add tasks,
projects, missions, and to-dos. Assign teammates to specific tasks or projects, and see the present status. Plan
your workload over time. Add rows and attach files to centralize your communication and documentation.
ProjectManager is a management tool for team collaboration. Create interactive Gantt charts online and share
project plans. Create, schedule, and assign task lists. Add files and comment on the project plan. Redbooth is a
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simple and straightforward project management tool. It features a quick view dashboard, visual project
timelines, artificial intelligence for predicting assignees and due dates, task comments, instant notifications,
and built-in project templates. Create a fresh workspace for each new project and view trends. Redbooth can
turn your processes into templates, to use repeatedly.
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Chapter 5 : Find Files Faster: How to Organize Files and Folders
DFD is used as preliminary step to create an overview of the system, which can later be elaborated. Fill in a pre-ready
template or customize it if needed, making changes and feeling free to experiment. Create multi-level DFD to look
deeper into how the data is handled. Use shapes, symbols and.

Business Skills Checklist The following Business Skills Checklist gives a list of entrepreneurial abilities and
skills and outlines five basic ways for developing those skills and abilities. The checklist is designed for
business owners, executives and managers who want to develop and improve their competencies. Creative
Thinking â€” this talent lets you generate new original ways of solving business problems. Planning and
Research â€” it is a set of abilities to find and utilize any information required for decision making.
Organization â€” this entrepreneurial skill enables you to organize yourself and people surrounding your
business through setting right priorities and developing adequate implementation plans. Goal Setting â€” this
ability allows you to set right goals and work towards their accomplishment while considering available
business resources. Communication both oral and in writing â€” this ability lets you present information
clearly and efficiently as well as produce accurate and error-free writing. Decision Making â€” it helps you
substantiate your viewpoint and make well-grounded decisions regarding your company. Team Building â€”
this talent helps you assemble, develop and manage a group of people working collaboratively towards
reaching shared goals. Financial Management â€” this ability lets you administer the cash flow, deal with
financial statements, and read the bottom-line of your business resources. Marketing â€” it allows you to
efficiently manage marketing and sales activities intended for distributing, promoting and selling products of
your firm. Customer Service â€” this talent provides you with abilities to keep your clients satisfied. Records
Keeping â€” this skill allows you to use various business forms, documents, white papers and templates in
managing business operations. Product development â€” this skill allows you to make long-term plans for
product development and identify resources people, materials, technology required to accomplish your plans.
Business Management â€” this set of fundamental skills and abilities essentially determines your
entrepreneurial potential, allowing you to efficiently manage business resources people, money, time,
technology and delegate authorities. The easiest and the most cost-efficient way to develop your business
skills and talents is to read books, articles, online publications, web forums, annual reports, statistics, various
white papers, and so on. Reading lets you be smarter and expands your entrepreneurial knowledge. Be ready
to read something interesting and helpful every day and to search for new ideas on business management.
Regular entrepreneurship training will help you know the latest trends of business planning and learn
successful experience of other entrepreneurs. Look for the best training providers in your place and sign up for
the next session. Also consider attending online virtual training workshops. Remember that high-quality
business training is a great way to share knowledge and learn the best business practices. Although education
requires considerable investments of time and money, it allows you to become a certified business manager by
graduating some university offering the MBA degree. Business education provides you with more
opportunities and benefits comparing to business training. Ideally you must obtain the MBA degree and then
attend annual training courses. Think about these opportunities and estimate your available resources time and
money.
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Utility Software- They are usually small programs that help in the management of the hardware and the application
software, installed on a computer. (Example- Disk defragmenters, Disk cleaners, etc.) Open Source Software - This is a
type of software the source code for which is available to all users (open).

Check new design of our homepage! A List of Different Types of Computer Software With Examples Along
with the hardware, learning about software forms the most basic of computer knowledge. In this OpinionFront
article, we shall look at the different types of computer software, along with examples of each. OpinionFront
Staff Last Updated: Mar 26, A software is a collection of programs that helps one communicate with the
hardware of the computer. There are different types of computer software which are useful for several
purposes. In learning about computers, the first step usually is to understand the major types of software, their
uses, and applications. In the following sections, we present a list of computer software and their examples,
categorized according to their different types. Types of Computer Software System Software System software
coordinates the complete system hardware and provides an environment or platform for all the other types of
software to work in. It is the most basic type of software in any computer system, which is essential for other
programs, applications and indeed for the whole computer system to function. They are non-essential software
which are installed and run depending upon the requirements, in the environment provided by the system
software. Programming Software Programming software are used to write, test, debug and develop other
software programs and applications. The various programming language editors such as Eclipse- a Java
language editor, come under this category. They are used for creating both the system as well as application
software. Sub-types of Computer Software Apart from the above major types of software, there are many
other sub-types such as the ones mentioned below. Freeware- Freeware are a type of software that anyone can
download from the Internet and use for free. Shareware- Shareware are usually distributed for free on a trial
basis. It can be shared without violation of any laws. They usually stop working or prompt the user to
purchase the full version, once the trial period expires. Examples - BearShare, Kazaa, Winzip, etc. Registry
Cleaners- When you install a lot of software, games, etc. Registry cleaners are used to clean up or delete all
the invalid registry entries which has the benefit of speeding up your computer. Examples- TuneUp Utilities,
Eusing, etc. Content Control Software- These software allow you to control the content that can be accessed
by a user on a computer. They are mostly used for restricting access over the Internet. Project Management
Software- As its name suggests, project management software is a software package that helps multiple users
to work on a project simultaneously. It allows them to schedule events, network with the other users, allocate
resources, etc. Utility Software- They are usually small programs that help in the management of the hardware
and the application software, installed on a computer. Example- Disk defragmenters, Disk cleaners, etc. Open
Source Software- This is a type of software the source code for which is available to all users open. As such,
anyone can make changes to it and release their own new version. Browsers- Browsers are software that let
you surf or browse the Internet. With constant advancements in the field of software engineering, several new
software and applications are being developed every day.
Chapter 7 : List of computing and IT abbreviations - Wikipedia
Team management - As project manager, you are responsible for managing the project team. Working on a project is
often different from most "business as usual" activities, and project work may require a different approach and set of
skills.

Chapter 8 : Best Document Management Software | Reviews of the Most Popular Systems
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Document Management Software Find the best Document Management Software for your business. Compare product
reviews and features to build your list.

Chapter 9 : The Best Free Project Management Software
This is a list of free and open-source software packages, computer software licensed under free software licenses and
open-source calendrierdelascience.comre that fits the Free Software Definition may be more appropriately called free
software; the GNU project in particular objects to their works being referred to as open-source.
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